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IELTS WRITING TASK 2 

 

Q-Most agree that we should be training children to recycle waste to preserve the 

Earth’s natural resources. However, some believe that parents should teach their 

children to recycle waste, while others feel schools are more responsible. 

-Discuss both views and give your own opinion. 
 

Most people agree that recycling is an essential part of combating climate change, and the 

primary debate now is whether parents or teachers should bear the most responsibility. 

Schools, in my opinion, reach the most significant number of children overall. 

Many people believe that instilling values is a parental responsibility. However, parents have 

an inalienable right to influence their children based on their beliefs. A Muslim living in a 

Christian country, for example, will most likely continue to practice many Islamic traditions. 

Even if the child learns about Judeo-Christian tenets implicitly or explicitly in school, the 

parents have the right to raise their child in the way they believe is most culturally 

appropriate. This also applies to recycling, though it is hardly a matter of subjective belief to 

most informed citizens today. 

 

Regardless of the few potential parents opposed to recycling, schools should be places where 

recycling is taught because government mandates will reach all children. Unfortunately, there 

is no way to force every family to require their children to recycle, but this can be quickly 

implemented in schools. An excellent example would be in Japan, where schoolchildren 

actively participate in cleaning and sorting their trash for recycling. This makes a significant 

difference, but it is also a comprehensive nationwide approach to instilling environmentally 

conscious habits in an entire generation. 

In conclusion, schools are more likely to significantly impact recycling habits, thus bearing 

this responsibility. As a result, as part of a comprehensive plan to improve the environment, 

governments should make recycling one of their top educational priorities in the future. 
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